Fox & Hound Grooming Co

Fox & Hound Grooming Co

Dog Grooming Consent Waiver

Dog Grooming Consent Waiver

Dogs Name____________________Breed______________________

Dogs Name____________________Breed_________________________

Owner First & Last Name____________________________________

Owner First & Last Name_______________________________________

Contact Numbers

Contact Numbers

(1)________________________(2)____________________________

(1)___________________________(2)____________________________

Email____________________________________________________

Email_______________________________________________________

The safety and well being of your pet is our top priority. Every effort will be taken to make
your pets grooming experience as pleasant as possible.

The safety and well being of your pet is our top priority. Every effort will be taken to make
your pets grooming experience as pleasant as possible.

Sometimes grooming can expose a hidden medical problem or aggravate a current one.

Sometimes grooming can expose a hidden medical problem or aggravate a current one.

If your pet is matted or aggressive, there is a greater risk of injury and stress.

If your pet is matted or aggressive, there is a greater risk of injury and stress.

De-matting and temperament will require a groomer's professional opinion and will be
charged a fee accordingly. If the matting is too severe or if temperament is too much of a
risk for either dog or groomer a vet visit will be recommended.

De-matting and temperament will require a groomer's professional opinion and will be
charged a fee accordingly. If the matting is too severe or if temperament is too much of a
risk for either dog or groomer a vet visit will be recommended.

Problems happen occasionally during or after grooming such as nicks, clipper irritation and
mental stress, most notably in senior dogs, dogs with impairments, aggressive behaviour
and clipping double coated breeds. In the best interest of your pet, we request permission
to seek veterinary care should it become necessary.

Problems happen occasionally during or after grooming such as nicks, clipper irritation and
mental stress, most notably in senior dogs, dogs with impairments, aggressive behaviour
and clipping double coated breeds. In the best interest of your pet, we request permission
to seek veterinary care should it become necessary.

Rabies is required to be up to date as a public health vaccine, other vaccines are optional,
however we cannot be held responsible for exposure to unvaccinated animals.

Rabies is required to be up to date as a public health vaccine, other vaccines are optional,
however we cannot be held responsible for exposure to unvaccinated animals.

Rabies Year_______________

Rabies Year_______________

Groomer___________________________________________________

Groomer___________________________________________________

Signature________________________________Date_______________

Signature________________________________Date_______________

Notes:

Notes:

